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Harry S. Truman Carrier Strike Group Departs on
Deployment 11 Apr. The Harry S. Truman Carrier Strike
Groupdeparted Naval Station Norfolk, April 11, for
a regularly scheduled deployment. The strike group,
including aircraft carrier USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75),
Carrier Air Wing, USS Normandy, several destroyers of
Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) 28 and German frigate FGS
Hessen (F 221), is scheduled to conduct operations in the
U.S. Navy's 5th and 6th Fleet areas of responsibility.
(navy.mil)
2. The Biggest U.S. Navy Force Since Iraq Invasion May Be
Sailing Toward Syria 13 April . The Times of London
reports that the U.S. Navy is sending a total of ten warships
and two submarines into the Mediterranean Sea.. (time)
Airstrike to Syria: 14 Apri.The missiles delivered
from British, French and U.S. air and naval platforms in
the Red Sea, the Northern Arabian Gulf and the Eastern
Mediterranean.The three facilities are – or more
appropriately now were fundamental components of the
regime's chemical weapons warfare infrastructure were
successfully hit: - The Barzeh Research and Development
Center - The Him Shinshar chemical weapons storage
facility - the Him Shinshar chemical weapons bunker
facility 105 weapons against three targets. -In the Red
Sea Ticonderoga-class cruiser USS Monterey (CG-61) fired
30 Tomahawk land-attack cruise missiles. 7 Tomahawk
cruise missiles were fired from the Arleigh Burke-class
destroyer USS Laboon (DDG-58), In the Northern part of
the Persian Gulf the Arleigh Burke-class destroyer USS
Higgins (DDG-76) fired 23 Tomahawks,In the Eastern
Mediterranean the Virginia-class submarine USS John
Warner (SSN-785) launched 6 Tomahawk, Aquitaine-class
multipurpose frigates Languedoc (D653) fired 3 Missile
their naval version of the SCAT missile.In the air, two B-1
Lancer bombers fired 19 joint air-to-surface standoff
missiles. British allies flew a combination of Tornadoes and
Typhoons, and launched 8 Storm Shadow missiles. French
allies flew a combination of Rafales and Mirages, and
launched 9 Scout missiles. Coalition assessed that over 40
surface-to-air missiles were employed by the Syrian
regime. Most of these launches occurred after the last
impact of our strike was over. None of coalition aircraft or
missiles involved in this operation were successfully
engaged by Syrian air defenses, and we have no indication
that Russian air-defense systems were employed.(defense)
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4.

5.
Assessment:
Following usage of chemical agent by Syria on 07 April 2018, media released location of US assets by focusing mainly
EMED and the attention having attracted on S. Truman Carrier Strike Group who set to sail on 11 April 2018 from base of
Norfolk. Besides, it was her regularly scheduled deployment at Arabian Golf to replace USS Theodore Roosevelt Carrier
Strike Group which was about to complete her 6-month deployment in the region.
Coalition countries pretended that they were still busy on political agreement on Syria Strike and process of
positioning was still under process. It seemed to cover exact time and place of Syria Strike; the coalition conducted
successful deception operation. In doing so Syrian and Russian forces was caught unprepared for counter defensive
operations.
As one of the consequences could be that following US/EU's sanctions imposed on Russia in 2014, recently Russia
faced again another sanction applied by the expulsion of 123 Russian diplomats from US, Canada, Australia, 18 EU states,
and seven non-EU countries. Russia could face one more time sanction of Western on charge of hindering an
investigation into the recent suspected chemical attack in Syria.
Additionally, coalition may request from regime and Russia to find the guilty ones and hand in the International
Criminal Court. In case of a refusal upon the request new operation of Coalition could be triggered. S. Truman Carrier
Strike Group is expected to be in the EMED in 7-10 days. If any further operation is in question, next step will probably
be initiated after her arrival in the theatre. Withdrawal or maintaining their position of current coalition's naval and air
units will be main indicator for further motivation.

6.

7.

Forces involved in Syria Strike: Four British Tornado GR4s,
supported by four Eurofighter Typhoons,[46] fired a total
of eight Storm Shadow missiles.The French Navy deployed
a strike group in the Eastern Mediterranean consisting of
one Cassard-class air-defense frigate, one Georges
Leygues-class anti-submarine frigate, one Durance-class
tanker and the Aquitaine-class multipurpose frigates
Aquitaine (D650), Auvergne (D654), and Languedoc (D653),
the latter of which fired three Missile de Croisière Naval
land attack missiles. The French Air Force sent five Rafale
jets, each carrying two SCALP EG missiles, five Mirage
2000-5F fighters, two E-3 airborne early warning and
control planes and six C-135FR tankers. The US forces
included B-1 bombers from the 34th Bomb Squadron firing
nineteen JASSM-ER missiles. Seven Tomahawk cruise
missiles were fired from the Arleigh Burke-class destroyer
USS Laboon (DDG-58), and thirty from the Ticonderogaclass cruiser USS Monterey (CG-61) from a position in the
Red Sea. The Arleigh Burke-class destroyer USS Higgins
(DDG-76) fired twenty-three Tomahawks from a position in
the Northern part of the Persian Gulf, while the Virginiaclass submarine USS John Warner (SSN-785) launched six
Tomahawk from the Mediterranean Sea.(Wikipedia)
Russia's Putin predicts global 'chaos' if West hits Syria
again 15 April. Putin made his remarks in a telephone
conversation with Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani
after the United States, France and Britain launched
missile strikes on Syria on Saturday over a suspected
poison gas attack. A Kremlin statement said Putin and
Rouhani agreed that the Western strikes had damaged the
chances of achieving a political resolution in the multisided, seven-year conflict that has killed at least half a
million people. “Vladimir Putin, in particular, stressed that
if such actions committed in violation of the U.N. Charter
continue, then it will inevitably lead to chaos in
international relations,” a Kremlin statement said.
(reuters)
Cyprus and Egypt prepare the ground for natural gas
pipeline Cyprus and Egypt will be ready in the near future
to sign an inter-governmental Agreement concerning a
direct submarine natural gas pipeline from Cyprus
Exclusive Economic Zone to an LNG plant in Egypt, Foreign
Minister Nikos Christodoulides said. (kathimerini)
Greek fighter pilot dies after jet crashes in Aegean Sea
amid rising tensions with Turkey A Greek air force fighter
pilot has died after their jet crashed in the eastern Aegean
Sea amid rising tensions and near-daily mock dogfights in
airspace disputed with Turkey, Greek defence ministry
officials have said. (independent)
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China Strongly Opposes Approving License for Taiwan
Submarine Plan by US: 9 APR. China strongly opposed the
United States' approving license for Taiwan submarine
plan and urged the US to stop all forms of military contact
between the US and Taiwan, as well as arms sales to
Taiwan, said the Spokesperson for Chinese Ministry of
National Defense. Taiwan’s “defense ministry” confirmed
that the US Department of State had approved the
marketing license required for American manufacturers to
sell technology to Taiwan that would allow Taiwan for
building submarines.
Korea, US Wrap Up Ssangyong (Twin Dragon) Combined
Exercise: 9 APR. South Korea and the United States
wrapped up a massive combined exercise after their
weeklong maneuvers. The Ssangyong, or Twin Dragon,
drills were conducted near Pohang, North Gyeongsang
Province, as part of the annual Foal Eagle field training
between the allies. Among the US assets mobilized for this
exercise were the USS Wasp and the USS Bonhomme
Richard, multipurpose amphibious assault ships.
Chinese Naval Parade in South China Sea and Live Fire
Drill on Taiwan Strait: 12 APR. President Xi attended a
People's Liberation Army naval parade in the South China
Sea and made an important remark on Thursday. It was
the largest parade ever carried out by the Chinese Navy,
with 48 ships and 76 aircraft taking part Thursday morning
in the South China Sea. President Xi inspected the whole
event. It is also declared that a live-fire maritime military
drill will be conducted on the Taiwan Straits on April 18.
(China Defence Ministry)
USNS Mercy Departs Bengkulu Indonesia and Arrives
Singapore and Pacific Partnership 2018 (PP-18)Concludes
in Palau: 10 APR. Service members and partner nations
participating in PP-18 departed Bengkulu aboard Military
Sealift Command hospital ship USNS Mercy (T-AH 19).
During PP18, Mercy and Military Sealift Command
expeditionary fast transport USNS Brunswick, U.S. ships
participating in PP-18, are conducting visits to different
Indo-Pacific nations. Lastly, they arrived in Changi,
Singapore on April 13 for a port call. 14 APRIL. PP-18, the
largest annual multilateral humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief (HA/DR) preparedness mission, concluded
aboard expeditionary fast transport ship USNS Brunswick
in the Republic of Palau. (C7F)
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Assessment:
7.
China strongly opposes the US' approving license for Taiwan submarine plan because they consider Taiwan is a part of China and
one-China principle serves as the political foundation for the China-US ties. However, the Trump administration has approved the
marketing license required for American manufacturers to sell technology to Taiwan.
The annual exercises between South Korea and the US were held in low profile, and shorter compare to the ones in the previous
years due to the summits to be made between South and North Korea in April 2018 and North Korea and USA in May 2018.
Chinese vessels and aircraft including the aircraft carrier Liaoning and latest submarines take part in a review in the South China
Sea. The parade and exercise were a message to the countries in the region, particularly to Taiwan by showing of strength.
Pacific Partnership 2018’s objective is to enhance regional coordination in areas such as medical readiness and preparedness for
human-made and natural disasters. PP18 is one of the largest annual multinational humanitarian assistance and disaster relief
preparedness mission conducted in the Indo-Pacific.
The navigational maneuvers were held as part of an enduring commitment of both sea services to operate together to
demonstrate commitment to the U.S.-Japan alliance and security of the region, particularly for the disputed islands in the area. The
US ships also joined the Ssangyong, or Twin Dragon Exercises with South Korea.
8.
UN sanctions on North Korea over its nuclear program are not working well, especially at sea. Only in 2018, it has been detected
that North Korea violated sanctions three times at sea by ship-to-ship transfer. It is apparently UK increases pressure campaign on
North Korea until taking concrete steps toward complete, verifiable and irreversible denuclearization.
After Singapore, USS Theodore Roosevelt continues its port visits in the region to enhance mutual understanding and
relationships through direct interactions. It is also assessed that the strike group will continue on its regularly-scheduled Pacific
deployment after departing Manila and then leave the area of operation towards home port, San Diego.
If we consider China donated fourteen military vehicles to Vanuatu in 2017, China and Vanuatu have great military relations. It is
possible China is funding the construction of a new wharf on Espiritu Santo, which could be used to host naval vessels. However, the
Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Vanuatu Foreign Minister Ralph Regenvanu both rebuffed the reporting.

U.S.-Japan Maritime Forces Conduct Navigational
Maneuvers in East China Sea: 9 APR. Ships of the
Wasp Expeditionary Strike Group (USS Green Bay (LPD
20) and USS Wasp (LHD 1)) sailed together with the
amphibious transport dock JS Shimokita (LST 4002) in
a bilateral formation. Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands are also
disputed by China, Japan, and Taiwan in the East China
Sea and Socotra/Ieodo Rocks in Yellow/East China Sea
are the subject of maritime dispute between South
Korea, China and even Japan, which considers it to lie
within its EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone). (C7F)
Britain deploys THIRD Navy Warship to Monitor
North Korea to Help 'Strictly Enforce' Sanctions: 11
APR. Britain has deployed a THIRD navy warship to
help enforce UN sanctions against North Korea. HMS
Albion will join HMS Sutherland to help enforce UN
sanctions against the secretive state and take part in
allied training drills. HMS Argyll would also be
deployed later this year to participate in an exercise
with Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand and Singapore.
Defence Secretary said the move would increase
pressure on North Korea amid international outrage
over its nuclear missile tests and help to “strictly
enforce existing sanctions”. (Mirror)
USS Theodore Roosevelt Carrier Strike Group
(TRCSG) Conduct FONOPs and Arrives in Manila with
Chinese Counter Exercise: 11 APR. The aircraft carrier
USS Theodore Roosevelt and the guided-missile
cruiser USS Bunker Hill arrived in Manila, Republic of
the Philippines for a scheduled port visit. The ships are
also conducting FONOPs while passing through South
China Sea. The Chinese navy also began a 3-day drill
simultaneously in the waters off Sanya, Asia’s largest
submarine base, on the south coast of Hainan
province. TRCSG will continue on their regularly
scheduled Western Pacific deployment after departing
Manila.
Chinese Defense Ministry Rejects Australian Media
Report on Building Military Base in Vanuatu: 10 APR.
The Australian media report completely did not
accord with the facts, said spokesman for China's
Ministry of National Defense. The spokesman made
the remarks in response to a media report given by
Australia’s Fairfax Media earlier on Tuesday that China
was negotiating with Vanuatu to establish a military
base in the Pacific nation. “Australian media report
does not tally with the facts,” said the spokesman.
(China Defence Ministry)

Black Sea CRISIS WATCH
1.

Ukraine seizes Russian ship over illegal sand mining in
the Black Sea: 11 April 2018. Ukraine has seized a Russian
dredge ship ‘Pechora’ for illegal sand mining in the
Karkinitsky Bay of the Black Sea, Ukrainian Prosecutor
General Yuri Lutsenko reported on Facebook. Karkinitsky
Bay separates the northwestern Crimean Peninsula from
the mainland Ukraine. The Crimean Prosecutor's Office is
in charge of issues of illegal sand mining in the Karkinitsky
Bay area of the Black Sea, including the conservation area
around Swan Islands, on the Russian-annexed Crimean
territory.
"The Russian Federation has been traditionally using stolen
sand for the illegal construction of the occupational bridge
in the Kerch region," Lutsenko said.
In order to compensate for losses estimated to be millions
of dollars, the investigative judge's decision granted the
petition by the Crimean prosecutor's office to arrest the
vessel.
Belize-flagged General cargo ship ‘Seabreeze’ was also
arrested on arrival at Ukrainian port of Yuzhny on Apr 4 by
Ukrainian Authorities as a sister ship in the maritime lien
against the offending ship, dredger ‘Pechora’, owned and
operated by the same owner, Trans-Service Maritime
Agency, Moscow. ‘Seabreeze’ didn’t violate any
regulations arising from internationally imposed sanctions;
she wasn’t spotted in calling Crimean ports after Crimea
was annexed by Russia in 2014.
The jurisdiction may be exercised in rem against any ship
that, at the time the action is brought, is beneficially owned
by the person who is the owner of the ship that is the
subject of the action (Duhaime's Law Dictionary). The
damages inflicted by illegal mining estimate to be millions
of dollars.
The ‘Seabreeze’ case is the first of its’ kind, and most
probably, not the last, it’s a precedent to be taken seriously
by all other ship owners, whose ships violate Crimea-related
sanctions on a regular basis. Ukraine earlier arrested
the Russian fishing vessel Nord on charges of
illegally crossing the border. The ship was detained in the
Sea of Azov.
(UAWire) (Fleetmon) (Ukrinform)
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Assessment:
- Ukraine’s Crimea-related sanctions seem to be effective in terms of punishing violator companies which eventually might
cause those companies accept that they are suffering economically due to Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea. Therefore, at
the end, owners of those companies might stand against Russia’s illegal actions.
Unless the similar firm stance is not taken by the democracies worldwide, Russia would not be deterred from its ongoing
aggression as it didn’t for the past 10 years. Symbolic reactions such as expelling diplomats, striking chemical depots and
airports did not prevent the aggression in the past. Is there any doubt that it will not in the future, too? For the repeated
superficial actions aiming to stop illegal aggressive manners world-wide, we are afraid that ‘Doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting different results’ might constitute for a worse term other than ‘insanity’.
- If a country’s legal diplomats in a foreign country overtly take part in an illegal activity, the legality of that country must be
investigated. It’s a common rule that to prevent crimes proportionally deterrent penalties must be imposed, otherwise
crimes cannot be prevented and even they become widespread day by day. Therefore, to effectively fight against illegality,
proportionally tough sanctions must be implemented.
- Ukraine`s membership of NATO was a red line for Russia so that Russia illegally annexed Crimea as a strong response to
Ukraine`s aim to become NATO member. After annexation of Crimea Russian hybrid warfare tactics were obviously revealed
inside Ukraine. To get back Crimea from Russia is almost impossible for Ukraine but strong cooperation with NATO to counter
hybrid warfare might deter Russia from further illegal actions.

3.

Ukrainian State Border Guard Service: Crew
members of Nord fishing boat seized by Ukraine
tried to flee to Russia: 9 April 2018. The crew of
the Nord seiner, which was detained by Ukrainian
border guards on March 25 in the Sea of Azov, tried to
leave the territory of Ukraine through the Hoptivka
automobile border checkpoint in the Kharkiv region.
Representatives of the General Consulate of the
Russian Federation tried to smuggle the members of
the crew out of Ukraine using their diplomatic
immunity. On April 7, at about 9PM, two Volkswagen
cars with Russian diplomatic plates arrived at the
Hoptivka checkpoint with the intention to leave
Ukraine. During border control, the passengers
presented certificates for return to the Russian
Federation instead of the usual passport documents.
After checking, the Ukrainian border control found
that the owners of the documents were members of
the crew of the Nord vessel, detained in the Sea of
Azov. Because the authorities consider them citizens
of Ukraine, the documents that they presented to
passport control do not give the right to cross the
border. Reports were filed against the individuals
regarding the attempt to violate the state border in
accordance with Administrative Law of Ukraine. The
crew were not allowed through the state border and
thereafter they were returned to Ukraine. Later, the
Speaker of the State Border Service. (UAwire)
NATO Deputy Secretary General Addresses Kyiv
Security Forum: 13 April 2018. NATO Deputy
Secretary General Rose Gottemoeller underscored the
Alliance’s strong support for Ukraine during a two-day
visit to Kyiv this week. Addressing the Kyiv Security
Forum, Gottemoeller welcomed Ukraine’s progress on
its reform agenda and stressed the importance of
sharing experience and best practices in countering
hybrid warfare. She further highlighted that; Beyond
the national security and defence arena, reforms have
also been moving forward in other important areas;
health, education, the welfare of the Ukrainian
people. The joint NATO-Ukraine hybrid warfare
platform, focused on countering hybrid warfare, has
been formed.In order to deter and defend against
hybrid or asymmetric threats, we must be more
aware and alert; we must be resilient to attacks, and;
we must be ready to respond, perhaps asymmetrically
(NATO HQ)

Horn of Africa CRISIS WATCH
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1.

EU NAVFOR’s New Force Commander Meets Spanish and
Japanese MPRA Detachments in Djibouti: 09 APR. Rear
Admiral Simone Malvagna (ITN), the new Force Commander
of EU NAVFOR Op Atalanta, met with the maritime patrol
reconnaissance aircraft (MPRA) personnel from Spain and
Japan. European and Japanese counter-piracy forces based
in Djibouti have continued to operate alongside each other
during handover and changes for several years. The
Japanese detachment, as part of Combined Maritime Forces
(CMF) works in partnership with EU NAVFOR countering
piracy off the coast of Somalia. (EU Navfor)

2.

Italian Crew on ITS Margottini Start Counter-Piracy
Activities 09 APR. Italian Marines, Sailors and Aircrew on
board ITS Carlo Margottini have completed their first drills as
part of the European Union’s counter-piracy Operation
Atalanta. Following the handover ceremony in Djibouti the
crew commenced their first counter-piracy duties off the
coast of Somalia. The coordination of Air, Sea and Marine
assets were well coordinated when responding to incidents
and acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea. (EU Navfor)

3.

Bossaso Police Commanders on board ITS Margottini: 10
APR. RADM Simone Malvagna, Force Commander (FCDR) of
European Union’s Naval Forces currently deployed off the
coast of Somalia, welcomed the Operational Director of
Puntland Maritime Police Force and the Head of Bossaso
Port Maritime Police Unit. (EU Navfor)

Assessment:
The products of both Spain and Japan MPRAs are so essential to produce the combined maritime picture and particularly
to conduct effective counter-piracy operations in the region. That kind of visits increase the motivation of these staff.
After the new Force Commande of EU NAVFOR Ops Atalanta received the command, ITS Carlo Margottini also conducted
its first counter-piracy operation in the region.
The importance of such Key Leader Engagements is to continue to understand what needs to be done to help develop the
maritime capabilities of Somalia and to support the development of local maritime forces and to build trust and
cooperation throughout the Area of Operations. That kind of meetings also enhance mutual trust and understanding with
local authorities and maritime police forces.
Maritime security is a collective effort that requires effective coordination and that kind of engagement program is a part
of Maritime Security Effort. Pakistan Director General of Joint Warfare and Training, Rear Admiral Muhammad Shuaib,
commanded CTF 151 in early 2017 and most probably shared his experiences in coordinating multinational counter-piracy
operations.
In addition to Maritime Security Operations, the guided-missile cruiser USS Monterey (CG 61) and the guided-missile
destroyer USS Laboon (DDG 58) in Red Sea, the guided-missile destroyer USS Higgins (DDG-76) in North Arabian Sea/Persian
Gulf also launched land attack missiles on targets in Syria suspected to be targets related to chemical weapons in Syria.

4.

CCTF 151 Visits Pakistan – Strengthening CounterPiracy Coordination: 10 APR. Commander Combined Task
Force 151 (CTF 151), Rear Admiral Daisuke Kajimoto, Japan
Maritime Self Defence Force (JMSDF), as part of Combined
Maritime Forces (CMF) has just completed an engagement
visit to Islamabad where he met key members of the
Pakistan Navy in order to reinforce counter-piracy
coordination. CCTF151 then continued his engagement
program with a visit to Saudi Arabia’s Western Fleet and
Ministry of Defence with the aim of develop maritime
security operations in the Red Sea. (CMF)

5.

US Ships Activities in the Region: 14 APR. The guidedmissile cruiser USS Monterey (CG 61) and the guidedmissile destroyer USS Laboon (DDG 58) in Red Sea, the
guided-missile destroyer USS Higgins (DDG-76) in North
Arabian Sea/Persian Gulf has conducted Maritime Security
Operations in the region. (USNI)

Caspian Sea CRISIS WATCH
1. Feeder shipments starting on Trans-Caspian Transport
Route: 6 April 2018. Regular feeder shipments are starting on
the Trans-Caspian International Transport Route (TITR) in the
Caspian Sea.
Tariffs were approved for cargo transportation by feeder ships
in the Caspian Sea in 2018. In addition to the export of goods
from Kazakhstan via feeder ships, container shipments from
China to Azerbaijan, Georgia, Turkey and Europe are also
planned.
Feeder shipments involve maritime transportation of cargoes
by small vessels, usually for short distances for further
consolidation, loading and transportation of cargoes by big
vessels. (Trend News Agency)
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Assessment:
- TITR runs from China to Europe via Kazakhstan, Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Black Sea, Turkey, and Ukraine. The project
is a part of Belt and Road Initiative of China which is believed to serve diffuse Chinese influence thorough economic
partnership and support authoritarianism in partner countries.
On the other hand, this route bypasses Russia leaving it without transit fees. It seems that on its way to test U.S. global
supremacy, China wants to take the lead from its ally Russia.
- In the draft Protocol dated 17 November 2017 on Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in a Trans-Boundary Context
(hereinafter EIA protocol) to the Framework Convention for the Protection of the Maritime Environment of the Caspian Sea,
there are provisions obliging the parties who intend to lay large diameter subsea pipelines in the Caspian Sea to take the
approval for the EIA of other Caspian littoral countries. However, Turkmenistan had refused those provisions, and offered
instead to include all pipelines such as the interconnection pipelines in the above news to be constructed with the approval
of all littorals, not only the large diameter ones, probably in order to retaliate if its projects are deliberately blocked by other
littorals.
Nevertheless, after the October 2-3, 2017 visit of Putin to Turkmenistan, there were signs that things have changed in spite of
Turkmenistan’s reluctance. Being badly in need of money, Turkmenistan desperately seem to be surrendered to Russia’s
pressure on not implementing the TCP and signing the EIA protocol that binds itself forever to the consent of other littorals.
As compensation, Russia might have offered Turkmenistan support for the TAPI (Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India)
pipeline project and economic cooperation.
However, TAPI seems to be hopeless and IPI (Iran-Pakistan-India) is more likely to be realised and moreover especially in gas
sector it’s almost impossible for Russia to provide Turkmenistan even a so-so alternative for the TCP. So, we are afraid
Turkmenistan be deceived by promises impossible to be kept. More details will be provided on our research soon in the
Beyond the Horizon website (behorizon.org).

2. RS signs off on plan for Rakushechnoye in the Caspian
Sea: 13 April 2018. The Russian Maritime Register of
Shipping (RS) has completed the plan approval
documentation review for Lukoil’s Rakushechnoye oil and
gas field development in the Russian sector of the Caspian
Sea.
The planned facilities − an ice-resistant fixed platform,
living quarter platforms, and three subsea pipelines – will
be constructed under RS’ technical supervision.
After commissioning has finished, the facilities and
production will be connected to the unified pipeline
system and power supply currently serving Lukoil’s
offshore Yuri Korchagin and Vladimir Filanovsky oil fields.
(Offshore Magazine)

